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1. Analysis procedure

All performance trials were conducted on a Dell Precision T3610 workstation with a 3.5

GHz Intel Xeon E5-1650 v2 CPU and 16 GB of RAM, running CentOS Linux 6.7.  All binary

components tested were built locally via the system's default tool chain, which is organized

around the GNU compiler collection, version 4.4.7.

Five mmCIF-format structure factor files, ranging in size from 1.6 MB to 48.9 MB, were

obtained from the PDB's public repository.  Each was parsed six times via the CIF API's

example CIF syntax-checking program cif2_syncheck, thrice in standard mode, and thrice in

fast mode (see below).  The same files were also parsed thrice each with PyCifRW (Hester,

2006) version 4.1.1, via method CifFile.ReadCif(), and thrice each with the example

parser provided with CCTBX's UCIF module (Gildea, et. al. 2011), as bundled with PHENIX

1.9-1692.  Running time and maximum resident set size (RSS) were measured via the GNU

time program, and the results of each set of runs were averaged.  Running time for each trial

was computed as the sum of its 'system' and 'user' time. Profiling data for cif2_syncheck were

gleaned from a  separate,  statically-linked binary built  with profiling instrumentation,  and

were analysed via program gprof.

2. Results and discussion

In order to be able to detect  and report  duplicate data names,  frame codes,  and block

codes, cif2_syncheck ordinarily parses input CIFs in the CIF API's standard mode, generating

a full object model of the subject CIF in the process.  This is comparable to the behaviour of

PyCifRW's  CifFile.ReadCif() method,  and  Table  1  presents  a  comparison  of  the

performance of the CIF API's parser, as used by cif2_syncheck, with that PyCifRW method. 

Table 1 Model-building parser performance comparison

CIF API PyCifRW

PDB code Size, kB Parse time, s Rate, kB/s Max RSS, kB Parse time, s Rate, kB/s Max RSS, kB

3WRS 1580 10.82 146.1 5732 12.62 125.2 138172

3WIH 7835 46.88 167.1 5705 56.82 137.9 590720

3WPC 14807 86.13 171.9 5644 112.55 131.6 1096243

4D44 22846 120.66 189.3 5765 165.22 138.3 1550268

4W4G 48890 215.60 161.5 6904 489.06 99.7 3769433



 The example parser included with UCIF, on the other hand, operates in the equivalent of

the CIF API's syntax-only parsing mode, checking syntax but not building an object model,

and also not checking for violations of any name uniqueness constraints. An option was added

to the  cif2_syncheck program to enable it  to  perform a comparable  parse:  from CIF API

version 0.4.1, if the -f (fast) option is specified to cif2_syncheck then the program will parse

in the CIF API's syntax-only mode.  Table 2 presents a comparison of the performance of the

CIF API's parser operating in syntax-only mode, via  cif2_syncheck,  with that of the UCIF

example parser.

Table 2 Syntax-only parser performance comparison

CIF API cctbx::ucif

PDB code Size, kB Parse time, s Rate, kB/s Max RSS, kB Parse time, s Rate, kB/s Max RSS, kB

3WRS 1580 0.05 29633 2312 0.43 3675 73948

3WIH 7835 0.24 32197 2317 1.89 4138 318563

3WPC 14807 0.43 34170 2316 3.51 4223 582997

4D44 22846 0.63 36263 2319 5.13 4451 801705

4W4G 48890 1.56 31407 2316 12.29 3978 2026980

There are several conclusions to be gleaned from the performance results.  First, the total

parse time for all parsers scales approximately linearly with data file size for the files tested.

In fact, for every parser tested, average parse speed tended to increase with increasing file

size, until falling off somewhat for the largest one (4W4G; 48.9 MB).  Given its consistency,

the fall-off for large files is likely attributable to a characteristic of the test machine, such as

CPU cache size or number and size of I/O buffers.  Second, the differences between the CIF

API's standard and syntax-only parsing modes show that object-model building and storage

consume approximately 99.5% of the run time of the CIF API parser operating in  model-

building mode.  This is consistent with profiling tests that show 99.3% of the runtime of the

standard-mode parse consumed by functions outside the CIF API proper.  It is likely that data

management activities are responsible for the majority of the PyCifRW parser's run time as

well.  Third, the CIF API's parser is highly competitive with the two it was compared with,

and in particular, in syntax-only tests it was consistently about eight times as fast as UCIF.  It

is not safe to assume that the same relative performance would be observed for all workloads

or in all environments, but certainly the CIF API's parsing speed is at least comparable to

these peers'.

The  memory  usage  measurements  require  more  careful  analysis.   In  particular,  the

approximately constant memory consumption of the CIF API's standard-mode parser (Table

1) may appear surprising.  That constant usage regardless of model size is a consequence of

the choice of metric (maximum resident set size) and the CIF API's use of SQLite temporary



databases to store the object model data.  SQLite temporary databases are assigned to a file,

but the SQLite implementation tends to keep them resident in its page cache, which escapes

contributing to RSS.  On the other hand, the data in the page cache can and will be pushed out

automatically to physical  storage if memory pressure requires it.   Though it has not been

analyzed systematically, a rough comparison made by altering the CIF API to use SQLite pure

in-memory databases suggests that it consumes about half as much memory for its object

model as does PyCifRW.

In the syntax-only tests, on the other hand, it is not the CIF API but UCIF that surprises on

memory usage.  UCIF's usage scales with the size of the input, but it should be capable of

roughly constant memory usage, as the CIF API parser truly exhibits in this case. It is unclear

whether UCIF's undesirable behaviour is specific to the simplistic example parser or whether

it is an inherent characteristic of the underlying general-purpose CIF parsing engine.  It is also

unclear to what extent UCIF's memory use depends on details of the input CIFs.

3. Summary

The CIF API's built-in parser outperformed two of its established peers on both running

time and memory usage in the tests included in this analysis.  The scope of the study was

limited, so its results should not carelessly be generalized, but it justifies a conclusion that the

CIF API's performance is strongly competitive with its peers'.
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